In Multi-Agent System (MAS) compefitive environment, agents ' reasoningprocess is more complex due to the fact that uncertainty factor is involved. Decision making models and mechanivms for MAS are studied in this paper from fwo viewpoints: S-R-K human information processing model viewpoint, and game theory and decision theory viewpoint. Five decision making modules that are rule-based module, Dempster Shafer module, certain& module, risk module and uncertainty module are developed and the reasoning procedures are discussed. These modular processing techniques could improve the quality andperformance of MAS design and development.
INTRODUCTION
Multi-Agent Systems are considered as a new experimental embodiment of computer programs. In such systems, the agents are autonomous and typically heterogeneous. Heterogeneous agents' interactions, i.e., cooperation, coordination and competition, are of special interest because knowledge, action and control are distributed among agents. Research in this paper is concerned with the reasoning process of intelligent agents in competitive environments. Competition relationship among agents could be divided in to two types [2] : loose competition and strict competition. Loose competition means that an agent's goals are revealed but the knowledge behind it is masked from the other parties, strict competition means that neither an agent's goals nor the knowledge behind it is revealed to the other parties. In competitive environments, an agent may try to hide its strategy and the knowledge behind it as much as possible, therefore agents should use uncertain data to reason. In this paper, models and mechanisms for strategic decision d i g for MAS in competitive environments are studied and a modular implementation of the reasoning engine is presented. In section 2 we will look at the reasoning procedures inside an agent which are based on the Skills, Rules and Knowledge (S-R-K) taxonomy [4] , and analyze the relationship between an agent and its opponents based on game theory and decision theory, from which, a decision-making model consists of five modules is developed. The specifications of five decisionmaking modules are illustrated in section 3 and their benefits are concluded at section 4.
METHODOLOGY

S-R-K Hierarchical Reasoning Procedure
Rasmussen's S-R-K human information processing model [3, 4] is adopted to reduce the complexity of agents' reasoning process. In the S-R-K perspective [3,4], the skill-based level denotes almost routines performances without conscious attention or control. At this level, an agent's behavior is governed by stored pattems of predefmed procedures in its own knowledge base. The rule-based level represents more conscious behavior when handling familiar situations in which the agent's action is consciously controlled by a set of stored rules or procedure that may have derived empirically during previous occasions. The knowledge-based level accounts for unfamiliar situations for which know-bow or rules are not available, in this case, the control of reasoning must move to a higher conceptual level, in which behavior is controlled by goals, utilities and the belief about the other parties which we will examine at Section 3.
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , three types of reasoning procedures: reactive, planning and decision making process could he adopted by an agent in competitive environments in order to take into account different situations which arise in MSA routine, familiar and unfamiliar situations [I] . The complexity of process is reduced from decision-making process to reactive one, and reactive process dealing w i t h routine tasks needs the least time and effort. 
Relationship between Agent and its Opponents
The relationship between an agent and its opponents means the degree to which an agent knows the goals, preference relationships and strategies of other agents. Game theory [5] and decision theory provide theoretical foundations for modeling different levels of uncertainty and developing agents' decision making mechanisms in competitive environments. An agent's reasoning process could be divided into the following tbree levels according to the amount of information it gets h m the other parties and the environment [2] .
Decision Making under Certain9
An agent knows exactly the state of nature. Therefore, selecting a strategy is straightforward: it selects the strategy which could maximize its utility function [2] .
Decision Making under Risk
An agent is not sure what state of nature will be but it has a probability distribution over the state of nature. In this case, the agent uses the probability distribution as its belief and then selects its own strategy in order to get the maximum utility. A variant named attitude toward risk is also adopted to deal with risk [2] .
Decision Making under Uncertainty
An agent does not know the state of nature. It uses the degree of optimism quantified by Ordered Weighted Averaging (OWA) operator [6] as its belief to select its own strategy.
Based on the S-R-K model and the relationship between an agent and its opponents, a modular representation of an agent's reasoning process ( Fig. 2 ) is developed and includes five decision making modules: rule-based module, Dempster Shafer module, certainty module, risk module and uncertainty module. From the reasoning phases (described below) we could easily fmd that each module can address a specific class of situations. First the information is perceived 6om the environment, the information which is considered as routine task leads the agent to execute an action directly. If the information is a familiar situation instead of routine task, the agent tries to recognize the information in terms of multi experts or single expert which means that whether it has several altematives to select to commit an action. In case of single expert, rule-based module is invoked, otherwise, Dempster-Shafer module is invoked. If the information is considered as an unfamiliar situation, three modules could be invoked for different levels of uncertainty of the perceived information. Certainty module manipulates decision-making tasks when the state of nature is hown; risk module deals with decisionmaking procedures when tbe state of nature is unknown known; uncertainty module takes care of decision-makiig procedures when neither state of nature not the probability distribution is hown. Apparently, rule-based module and Dempster Shafer module are at rule-based level while certainty module, risk module and uncertainty module are at howledge-based level based of the S-R-K model. No module is located at skill-based level because the behavior at this level is a result of reflexive actions rather than decision making process in which a selection from possible choices is to be made. but the probability distribution over the state of nature is 3. SPECIFICATION
Rule-based Module
In this module, the agent could get suggested solutions that could be considered as rules from its own knowledge base, or from other consultant agents if it is in a MAS. It retrieves appropriate rules from its knowledge base or its communication engine, modifies the adapted plan, and then uses this plan for taking action. Finally, it stores the new rule in its knowledge base for future use.
Dempster Shafer Module
In this module, the agent can get several alternative solutions that should be evaluated and weighted in order to find the best solution. We use Dempster-Shafer theory [7] to achieve this goal.
Based on Dempster-Sbafer tbeory, the altemative solutions are considered as some events ql,q2, ...,qn, and a set of mutually exclusive possibilities that is called Frame of Discernment F is generated. F is the power set, 2' , of the set of all possible conclusions, that is, 
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F is sent to consultant agents. A mass probability function, m, which is a numeric value from the range [OJ] to every item in the set F, is assigned by every consultant agent. The belief, Bel, of each element in the set F is calculated to denote the likelihood that one of its members is the conclusion. In addition, the belief interval [Bel, I-Bel] is generated for each element in the set F to express the range of certainty about the belief that the conclusion in the subset of F is true. In MAS, it is possible to have more than one consultant agents, so several mass probabilities may be gotten in this module, if we use m, and mal to represent the fust and second set of mass probability respectively, the combined mass probabilities could be derived from the following Dempster's combination rule, Using this combination rule alternatively, we could get the combined mass probabilities over each set of F of several alternatives that are provided by all consultant agents in its MAS. The best fitting conclusion is selected according to the combined mass probabilities and belief intervals for committing an action.
Certainty Module
Certainty, risk and uncertainty modules are based on the game theory and decision theory which provide a powerful tool and a set of matbematical techniques for making decisions about what action to take when the outcomes of the various actions are not certain. In our study, agents are considered as canonical examples of the rational decision makers that follow these two theories, therefore, agents competitive interactions could be classified into strategic games and extensive games, the former is a model of a situation in which each agent chooses its plan of action once and for all, and all agents' decisions are made simultaneously, by contract, the later specifies a kind of situation that each agent can consider its plan of action not only at the beginning of the game but also whenever he has to make a decision [51. Within these two classes of games, other situations also exist which model the amount of information (an agent knows the characteristic or previous actions at each action point of the other parties or not). We use the certainty module to model games with perfect information, and risk module to represent games with imperfect information.
Strategic games in certainty module
According to game theory [5], a strategic game is modeled as: {N, Ai, ti), where, N defines the set of agents, A; is the set of actions available to agent i, ti is a preference relation of agent i, under a wide range of circumstances the preference relation can be represented by a utility function ui.
A suggested reasonable solution concept called Nash equilibrium is also defined as a profile a* E A of actions with the property that for every player i E N we have (~:~, a ; ) >~ (ali,ai) forall ai €4
Extensive games in cerfainty module
An extensive game with perfect information is modeled as {N,H,P, 2 i), where, similar to strategic game, N is the set of agents, H is a set of sequences (fmite or infmite), P is the agent function that assigns to each nonterminal history a member of N, and ti is a preference relation of agent i.
The reasonable solution profile for extensive game with perfect information named Subgame Per$ect Equilibrium is defined to be a strategy profile s* for which for any history h the strategy profile s * /~ is a Nash equilibrium of the subgame.
Based on the above defmition, the process of the certainty module is fist using game theory model to specify the interaction environment and then producing a set of strategy profile based on the associated equilibrium.
Risk Module
Risk module models agents' interaction in terms of the strategic and extensive games with imperfect information. When an agent calculates its utility functions, its atfitude fowards risk. How the probability of winning influences decision making is also reflected in this module [2].
Strategic games in risk module
A strategic game with imperfect information is defined as {N, a , A , T;, r l , pi, >< 1, where, N is the set of agents, 0 is a set of states, Ai is a set of actions available to agent i, Ti is a set of signals that may be observed by agent i, ri : 0 +T; is the signal function of agent i, pi is the prior belief of agent i, and finally 2; is a preference relation of agent i.
Therefore, the associated solution concept called Bayesian Nash Equilibrium is that each agent chooses the best action available to it given the signal that it receives and its belief about the state and the other agents' actions that it deduces from this signal [5].
Extensive games in risk module
The formal definition of this family of games is (N, H, P, Q i , pi, ui] , where, the meaning of N,H, P is the same as the extensive game in certainty module, ai is a set of possible types of agent i, pi is the probability measurement on@, , U; is the utility function.
The suggested solution concept for this game family called Perject Bayesian Equilibrium is a pair is a behavioral strategy of agent i in {N, H, P} and pi@) is a probability measure on Oi if it satisfied these four conditions: sequential rationality, correct initial beliefs, action-determined beliefs and Bayesian updating [5] .
Based on the above argument, the procedure inside risk module is as follows: frst, the agent calculates the utility function with consideration of the agents' ottitude towards risk; second, it defmes the interactions according to different game models; finally, it gets the reasonable solution profile based on associated equilibrium. 
Uncertainty Module
This module is developed for the family of agents' interaction in which the state of nature is unknown. In this case, an agent has to assign its belief without using a probability distribution [Z]. We adopt a concept of degree of optimism and using OWA operators treat weight values as pseudo probability distribution and assign it as its belief. Using OWA operator, the degree of optimism is 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we analyzed intelligent agents' reasoning process in competitive MAS environments. Based on S-R-K information processing model, agents' reasoning process is defined at three levels: Skill-based, Rule-based and Knowledge-based. By defming these three levels appropriately, the complexity of the reasoning process of agents could be reduced both at the Skill and Rule-based levels. At knowledge-based level, we use game theory and decision theory to specify agents' interactions and get the reasonable solutions according to the assoi:iated equilibriums. We also suggested an implementation for proposed processes. This could enhance the reliability of the agents' reasoning process which is a crucial factor at MAS design.
